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There's no doubt about that: Americans love dogs. Whether they are protectors, workers or best friends for life, dogs are an integral part of the lives of many Americans. What one wants in a dog can significantly affect the type of dog they choose to adopt. The most popular dog breeds in the U.S. reflect values that Americans consider important not only in
dogs, but also in themselves. Labrador retrievers have long been at the top of every list of popular breeds. Americans love them for their loyalty, friendliness and love. Labradors are a loyal breed and are an ideal dog for families. They are gentle with children and are usually extremely well-mannered and easy to train. They are a large breed, often reaching
almost 24 inches in height and 70-80 pounds. But they are level-headed and usually light dogs, making them the preferred companion for children and adults. THEPALMER/Getty Images The second most popular dog breed in the U.S. is consistently a German Shepherd. The owners love his confidence, his mind, and his courage. German Shepherds are
often used as police dogs or as seeing the eye of dogs, although they are also ideal for family life. Reaching 80 pounds or more and about 24 inches tall, these dogs are large and powerful. But they are also often gentle and possess intelligence that makes them perfect as a working dog and companion. Alvarez/Getty Images After an attractive lab and
impressively intelligent German Shepherd, the third most popular dog breed in the US is the Golden Retriever. This breed has long adored its shiny blond hair and sweet smile, so it is not surprising that it has been on this list for most of its history. Usually weighing in at 65-75 pounds and standing at 21.5-24 inches tall, these dogs are large, and with the
purest, purest devotion to their owners. Spiderplay/Getty Images French Bulldogs are the fourth most popular breed of dog in America. Their bat-like ears, small size, and chunky build give them a comic look, making them a must for many families. They are especially loved by the townspeople, as they are small enough (11-13 inches tall and up to 28
pounds) to keep in an apartment or a house. They are great with children and have a natural love for the game that makes for a lifetime of entertainment for them and their owners. Like his cousin the French Bulldog, the Bulldog is loved by families for his playfulness and intelligence. It is a gentle, calm breed, but it is also extremely clever, which makes it not
only interesting, but also impressive to view. Bulldogs usually grow up to 14-15 inches tall, with females weighing about 40 pounds and males weighing about 50. They are small but mighty and combine The playfulness of Frenchy with the calm demeanor that makes them a companion that is reliable and easy to handle. alvarez / Getty Images are one of the
most fun breeds on this list. They are small, weighing less than 20-30 pounds and standing about 13 inches tall, making them the perfect companion to cuddle for children and adults. Beagles have been bred for hunting in flocks, so they are predisposed to being around other dogs and humans, making them easy and happy to be around people and animals.
olaser/Getty Images poodles can range in size from a tiny poodle to a toy to a large standard poodle, and they are often bred as the dog shows. Poodles are a proud breed: they are beautiful, and they know it. Interestingly, their hair is hypoallergenic, which makes them not just a fancy breed, but an ideal breed for families in which someone is allergic to
dogs. Poodles are also very active and sportier than they look, making them more than just one trick puppy. ultramarinfoto/Getty Images Rottweilers may seem intimidating because of their size, but they are quite loving and kind. They make a loyal guard dog and are often calm and confident. Rottweilers were bred as working dogs, but are now more likely to
find their place in the family by making a gentle, sweet companion specifically for children. They are gentle giants of the dog world. MediaProduction/Getty Images The Yorkshire Terrier (or Yorkie as they are better known) is one of the oldest lapdog breeds in existence. The Yorkies sat on the lap of the Victorian ladies and the tallest of the royalty and they
expect their owners to remember this. Just seven inches tall and less than seven pounds on average, these dogs are perfect for holding around and making the perfect TV watch companion. They are almost always content to sit quietly on their owner's lap - a place history shows they belong to. mphillips007/Getty Images Rounding out the top 10 most
popular dog breeds in the U.S. is a German shorthaired pointer. These spotted fangs love to work: they love being trained, and are known to spend all day working on perfecting tricks and other sporting feats. About 21-23 inches tall and about 60 pounds tall, the German shorthair pointers are lean, muscular, and light on the legs. They are smart and ready to
please and they are friendly and fun for families to be around. cynoclub/Getty Images Getty Images If you've ever felt like everyone on your block has the same dog, you might be on to something. Furniture company Joybird dug up Google Trends and the American Kennel Club data to determine which breeds are the most popular in America. There were a
few recurring favorites, namely shih tzu, Rottweilers, and golden retrievers, but some may surprise you. 1 out of 50 Alabama Shih Tzu I can understand why people love this little lion. She is small, sweet, playful, and has been a breed for over 1,000 years. BUY NOW Dog Encyclopedia, Amazon; $23 2 out of 50 Alaska BloodhoundIf you need a little balance
in your life, then this is calm, cool and The dog is for you. 3 of Arizona's 50 Shih Tzu You You was pronouncing this ancient breed name wrong all the time: It's a sheed zoo. Who would have thought? 4 out of 50 Arkansas Bassett Hound One of the friendliest but stubbornest dogs you come across. They are great with humans and dogs, but happens to be a
challenge to learn, according to The Hills. 5 out of 50 California French bulldog While housebreaking is usually challenging for these puppies, they are bred to be great companions, Psychic Floss reports. 6 out of 50 Colorado Golden Retrievers These dogs are known for being docile and friendly. 7 out of 50 Connecticut Siberian huskies are full of personality,
but not too stubborn and independent. 8 out of 50 Delaware Akita is a protective watchdog with the size to support it. 9 out of 50 Florida Maltese This dog is really as gentle as it looks and makes for a great family dog. 10 out of 50 Georgia 11 out of 50 Hawaii Pomeranian Small but mighty these dogs. They probably don't even realize how tiny they are
because no dog is too big to intimidate this little one. 12 out of 50 Idaho Bloodhound Looking for a Family Dog? This pet is known to be good with tiny warts, due to its calm and patent nature, according to Hills. 13 out of 50 Illinois Rottweiler This breed makes a great pet if you're looking for a dog-guard and have experience with training dogs because they
need guidance from the start, according to The Hills. 14 of the 50 Indiana RottweilerRovalers are usually leaners, meaning they rely on you to show love. 15 out of 50 Iowa Golden Retrievers They will be able to do their best to please you, and all they ask for in return is a trip to the dog park because they love being active, according to Hills. 16 out of 50
Kansas Rottweiler This breed does best when it's busy, or has some kind of responsibility. 17 out of 50 Kentucky Bloodhound is much more than a lap dog, but you'll still want to snug up to this sweet-hearted puppy. 18 of the 50 Lousiana St. Bernard Saint Bernard are social dogs that love to please. 19 out of 50 Maine pugs Just look at this little face! 20 out
of 50 Maryland Bichon Frieze Great for apartments living because of their small stature. 21 of the 50 Massachusetts Golden Retriever favorite families, this breed does well in apartments if given the right amount of exercise, according to The Hills. 22 out of 50 Michigan Rottweiler As great as this dog, it's definitely not for first-time dog owners. Rottweilers
need a lot of socialization. 23 of the 50 Minnesota English Springer Spaniel never dulled the moment with this breed because of their very energetic and lively nature, according to The Hills. 24 of the 50 Mississippi DachshundBest known as Spoon Dogs, these adorable pets make loyal companions. 25 out of 50 Missouri Akita is as adorable as this breed can
be, they love to keep themselves to themselves. Communication does not come easily for this breed and is that taught early on, according to the Hills. 26 of the 50 Montana Belgian MalinoisS are likely to have seen this dog in a ton of police movies, or in real life helping officers comply with the law. 27 out of 50 Nebraska Nebraska Welsh Corgi Is another big
dog in a small body. The Corgis are known for their strong nature and intelligence, according to Hills. 28 of the 50 Nevada Shetland Shepherd Shelties would like to be busy, and don't too much like strangers. 29 out of 50 New Hampshire Golden Retriever How do you not want a golden retriever after seeing this picture? 30 of the 50 New Jersey Maltese All
You Want in a Dog Family: Playful, affectionate and gentle. Gentle.
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